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To the student of dentistry two things loom important upon the horizon of his future — knowledge and confidence; knowledge of what he must do and how he must do it, confidence in what he is doing and in himself. Unfortunately few of those with whom he comes in contact are capable of bestowing both these attributes upon him. We, however, have realized one possessing this ability in Dr. Harold R. Ortman.

Always greeting the student with a smile and a tone of reassurance, he eases the burden of the most difficult task. His chairside manner with student and patient puts both at ease, so that the advice he is about to give will be assimilated by both.

Since joining the faculty of the University of Buffalo, he has helped make the prosthetics department one of the finest and most respected in the country. The spirit endowed by this department has enabled graduates of the University of Buffalo to receive the praises of so many in the profession.

We, the Dental Class of 1961, therefore dedicate this book to Dr. Harold R. Ortman as a small measure of our appreciation.

Medical Dedication

It is with great pride that the Senior Medical Class of 1961 dedicate their yearbook to Dr. Theodore Henry Noehren, Assistant Professor of Medicine at the University of Buffalo.

After receiving his M.D. degree from the University of Rochester in 1942, Dr. Noehren served three years in the U.S.N.R., returned to Strong Memorial Hospital for residency training, and then served as a Fellow at the Mayo Foundation. Before joining the faculty at the University of Buffalo in 1952, he was Instructor of Medicine and Assistant Professor of Preventive Medicine and Public Health at the University of Utah. In 1953, he was a Marke Scholar and is presently a Dr. Henry C. and Bertha H. Buswell Fellow.

He has earned our sustained admiration. In our many encounters with him, we are impressed with his many attributes whether in research, teaching or counseling. His comprehension of humane emotions and scientific knowledge has helped us to perceive the art as well as the science of medicine.

We will remember Dr. Theodore H. Noehren as a man, an educator, and a friend.
Deans of the Medical and Dental Schools

The Faculty of the School of Dentistry has complete confidence that each member of the Class of 1961 will devote the rest of his life to conscientious service to humanity. We are certain that you possess the fundamental knowledge required to provide full care to the needs of your patients, and that with the experience gained from practice you will develop further confidence and a fulfillment of your professional desire for achievement. Carry out your professional service with dignity, maintain the utmost consideration for your patients and be guided by the best traditions of your profession.

We know how hard you have worked and we know the sacrifices that go along with an education. We pray for your continued growth and for the opportunity to help you extend your knowledge in future years. May the bonds between you and your school remain firm!

As you go away into your separate lives, our best wishes go with you.

To those of your family and friends, the Faculty of the School of Medicine and I wish to add our sincere congratulations on the successful completion of your undergraduate studies of medicine and on receiving the degree of Doctor of Medicine.

Having now achieved the common bond of educational experiences which all physicians share, you will begin the postgraduate training which will separate your class into the many fields in which medicine makes its contributions to modern society. We hope that as you begin to assume the responsibilities of patient care, teaching and research you will demonstrate the high ethical, moral and professional standards which the faculty has tried to inculcate and which the public expects of you as physicians and citizens.

Our best wishes go with you on the start of your professional career.

Clifford C. Furnas
Chancellor of the
University of Buffalo

Assistant Deans

S. Howard Payne
D.D.S., F.A.C.D., F.A.D.P.
Professor and Head of the
Department of Prosthesis

Roswell K. Brown
B.S., M.D., F.A.C.S.
Assistant Dean of the
Clinical Years
DENTAL GRADUATES
As we, the Dental Graduates of 1961, are about to enter our chosen profession, let us pause momentarily to cast a gazing retrospective upon the past four years.

It was a brisk September afternoon in 1957 that we gathered together to hear Dean Gauchat’s welcoming words. At that initial meeting it was difficult to anticipate the friendships and varied experiences that each of us would nurture during our dental training.

Following weeks of hard work and much anxiety prior to Anatomy recitations and Histology practicals, we somehow managed to progress to the spring semester. We were soon in the midst of Biochemistry and Physiology filtering hydrogen ions against the “gamma loop.” As summer approached we knew relief was close at hand, and in a short while we were opening the letters that carried the good news — we were Sophomores.

Sophomore year passed quickly as we thrived on the dental milieu. We learned quickly that when any technical problem arose “the seniors” always knew the answer. We now were a closely knit group tempered by the constant “ragging” that was an integral part of every laboratory period.

By the end of the year we felt like veterans having taken our State and National Boards; but it required a union meeting and a late surge of speed to convince our technique instructors that we would complete our requirements.

As eager Juniors we gingerly approached our first patient and after the first few traumatic appointments we gradually developed the necessary confidence for a pleasant altogether manner. Our class policy of “strength in numbers” continued to be evident, as the class renegades were reprimanded for insubordination even though there was one microscope for each union member.

By the completion of our Junior year we were christened clinicians anxious to begin the long awaited senior year.

The early weeks of the senior year slipped by rapidly with hospital assignments and appointments requiring more time than there seemed to be available.

We were all proud of A. J. Swiatowy, one of our industrious classmates, who ably represented our class at Los Angeles where he presented a table clinic entitled: “A Closer Look At Metallic Restorations.” As our final year progressed we began to appreciate that the many sleepless nights and frequent frustrations were not experienced in vain but served to mold us into steady clinicians.

As we conclude our final year we sincerely thank the entire faculty for the training that they have given to us. We depart with a feeling of gratitude and accomplishment, with the hope that each graduate will have the opportunity to choose that phase of dentistry that is most appealing to him and thereby cultivate his ability into many years of successful practice.

Philip C. D’Angelo
Caledonia, New York
University of Buffalo, B.A.
N. Y. Air Force
Senior Class President; Vice President; T 2 2: Tetramural X1 Psi Phi: Secretary S, Student Council 4.
Class President

"Phil," Slippery Pete. Happily married ex Administration’s favorite target. Frightened smirker, workaholic and reformer. Diplomatic courier. "Short meeting after class finals." "Pete, may I take over?"

Glen M. Tucker
St. Louis, Missouri
Harvard University, University of Buffalo.
Private Practice
Senior Vice-President: Nondentist 4.
Class Vice President

“Glen,” The Great Demented, Friend of the underdog, Class millionaire, trust survivor. Must keep empties. See’s through the Lincoln myth. Condescending — the lot of the isolationists. “There’s nothing that can’t be cured with for and teachers.” Has a dark past. Whence ever captivated.
John H. Twist  
Lockawanna, New York  
Canisius College  
U. S. Air Force  
Junior Class Vice-President, Member Advertising Staff, 3. Modern Business Manager, 4. Senior Class Secretary, Research Study Club  
Class Secretary  
"Booby." "Morning." Seventh in a list of six golf buddies, but no odds.  
Age: 18. Height: 6'2". Weight: 180. "Need your own tickets?" "What are you, a gold star potato chip?" "Do you know a crown and bridge run Twist?"

Israel Perlman  
New York City, New York  
University of Buffalo  
U. S. Air Force  
Class Treasurer  
Class Treasurer  
"Zoey." "I think I'll go married this month." "Still waiting for Allied Artists to go. Seen with Talia in East, Stylist in dresses and suits. A greek in worth two thousand. Specialist in 100 yard dash and broad jump. Failed taller next to Miller.

John R. Vona  
North Tonawanda, New York  
University of Buffalo  
U. S. Army  
Student Council, Vice-President of Intramurals, Xl Phi Phi  
Student Council Representative  
"Voila." "Faked seven connections by swatting tickets. Eight appointments at usual end count. A real good. Runau North found in 908. Rows. Story away from home every third night. "Why don't you guys have Shirley's?" "This look like trouble to me."

Martin H. Bell  
New Rochelle, New York  
St. Michael's College, B.A.  
U. S. Navy  
Kappa Phi Psi  
Robert P. Ciaccio
Rochester, New York
St. John Fisher College
General Practice

Xi Pi Phi.

"Chee-Cha. Dads." Dentistry's answer to the preying mantis. Proud father.
One of Friday night poker players. Favorite name. Picked up a few dental
secrets in the service. Kitchen Basset — key to success.

Joseph T. Corsetti
Schauderville, New York
Syracuse University
U. S. Navy

Xi Pi Phi, President 4, Vice President 5, Philemon 2.

"Joe." Corsetti! Big bacteriologist. Distinguished dentist. How about a cigar?
Keep the ZIP inside from fires. Joe which is in the pockets drawer? Your turnout.
Dr. Harris will check this for me. "Shadow's right there in the chair."

Sebastian G. Ciaccio
 Jamestown, New York
University of Buffalo
U. S. Navy

Medallion, Copy Editor, 3 & 4; Student Directory, Dental Editor, 4; Bluenote
Vice President; 4; Research Club co-chairman, 4; Summer Research Fellowship, 3, Delta Sigma Delta, typer, 3 & 4, Class Treasurer, 1 & 2.

"Sebba. " Last pair is first semester and still hunting. Big research man.
Investigating in pure science research with no worthy reward. Youngest junior.
Longest professional measurement. Engaged at Nod-Dent dance. "Do you know
Sebastian?"

Paul W. Dahmer
Clarence, New York
University of Buffalo
Teaching Fellowship

Delta Sigma Delta.

"Paul, Oop Paul." Deserving bromocut. "Let me tell you what I did today."
Record for 8:00 classes. "Hi guys! Diligent student."
Richard M. Feldman
Troy, New York
University of Buffalo
E. S. Ily
Alpha Omega. Medeirol photographs.


Class of '64. Saw through stock picture. Feltly. Going to mony into the biological.

THE MUSC Club. "Let me tell you what went wrong today."

Michael Donner Fleisig
New York City, New York
Ohio State University, B.S.
Internship, Veterans Administration Hospital, West Haven, Conn.


Sidney D. Gault
Buffalo, New York
University of Chicago, B.S.
Internship at Sinai Hospital, Detroit, Mich.
Research Study Club, American Cancer Society Student Fellowship. Society of Sigma Xi.

"Get." Big cancer man. Check it with Harvey. Dietary addiction. Married into foreign attitudes. Exquisite sense sensitivity to all aerial antigens. Fiddle fencers. "What did you say, Sid?"

Robert C. Geckler
Buffalo, New York
University of Buffalo, B.S.
Private Practice
National Institutes of Health Summer Research Fellowship, 2 & 3. Xi Phi Phi
Fellowship 2, Research Study Club.


Military prayers, four wheel gift from Ronald. "Call me Dr."
Herman Geraci
Buffalo, New York
Canisius College, B.S.
U. S. Air Force
Class Social Committee Chairman, 4-5-2

"Herman," Dresser of the class, Perry Dorm of the locker room. Demonstrates progress at the "Y." Stays with 3:00 feedings. Big operative man — class 2:5 feet, etc. Heavy smoker. Bakgra merchant.

Daniel J. Gorecki
Batavia, New York
University of Rochester, B.A.
U. S. Air Force
Medication 4.

"Dan," Dr. Nurtik's protege at Children's Hospital. Limped through freshman year, Batavia's bartender and deejay Birch. Stays at the books. Aspires to the medical aspects of dentistry. Stopped poisoning with Saranac's after fifty.

Gerard Thomas Grassi
Rochester, New York
University of Rochester, A.B.
U. S. Air Force
Medicant 3, Circulation Manager 4.

"War," Shop steward. Always under pressure, living's roommate. Prefers car. Let's have a car pool guys. Big rager. Straight forward presentation. Makes promotor. "This anatomy nearly does to me, Dr. Jones." Bachelor of specialised medicine. Will set up opposite Jones Ford. Last race to try on just quantity.

Girard Anthony Gugino
Buffalo, New York
Elisio Westminster University
Resident at Buffalo State Hospital
Class: President 1 & 2; Student Council, 1 & 2; KI Phi Phi, Vice Pres. 4; Treasurer 3; Phleum 2.

Raymond Donald Hoffman
Williamsville, New York
Trinity College, B.S.
U. S. Air Force
Research Study Club.

Howard S. Jacobson
Rochester, New York
University of Buffalo
Dental Research Fellow, C & D, Alpha Omega Chaps in 4.
"Volume!" Electric microphone. "I didn't mind waiting this morning Dick. It's only 10 below." It's at the Stalter this year. Learned origin of nephrotic disease. Echings in case.

George Keech
Ithaca, New York
Cornell University, A.B.
Private Practice
"Great George!" A true Navy enthusiast. "My car is at AutoLand now." Ray's bridge partner. "I'm six feet tall in my shoes. I've had a good series of inoculations. Don't know where my course behind Marabou. "I only touched it and it fell off in my hands."

Sarkis Khanzadian
Syracuse, New York
Syracuse University, A.B.
General Practice
Delta Sigma Delta.
"Sark," one of the counselors. Has large family to care for. Hates pressure situations. "Brink is his specialty. Recessed. My wife has all her requirements. When the X-rays hit the test. Life is easy in Korea. Dr. Walter. The shot should be horizontal. Boths can be beautiful."
Ronald W. Kohl
Buffalo, New York
University of Buffalo
Delta Sigma Delta, National Institute of Health Student Fellowship, Research Study Club.

"Ron." Golden boy in dentistry. Got a patch now! There’s a Casablanca in your future. Youngest in your class. Senior at high school boys — interested in children. Missionary ambition uniypered by wire. Keep up the salt rises. Wear, the products must be done by June 3.

G. John Kroubalkian
Rochester, New York
St. John Fisher College
General Practice


Conrad J. Kabiniec
North Tonawanda, New York
University of Buffalo
U. S. Navy
Delta Sigma Delta, Baseball Intramurals 3 & 4, Bowling Team 4, New York State Dental Scholarship.

"Connie." "Lead us in the Colonel Rugby March, please, Mr. Kabiniec." Fanciest man in technique. Example of the Grossman technique in youth boshing. "Now that we’re at the premiere, can I disect... okay?" Married a Galion.

John W. LeFevere
Eden, New York
Colgate University, U.B.
U. S. Air Force
Research Study Club, Xi Psi Phi, Dental Society.

"John." One-eye. Marjorie’s guard for 4 years. Lets have a song John. Lightly did you bear the love about...? Dallas, William’s buddy at the Zeta House. Turn on water for Mr. Delron. Rugs and gun enthusiast.
Eugene A. Lewis  
Rochester, New York  
University of Rochester, B.A.  
U. S. Army Internship Program, Watertown Army Hospital, Fort Dix, New Jersey  
Junior Class President, Student Council, Intramurals; New York State Dental Scholarship.


Michael Sanders Lipetz  
Bronx, New York  
Internship at Beth Israel Hospital, New York  
Alpha Omega, Social Chairman.

"Mike." One more Lipetz! Large staff of technicians. Ladies man extraordinary. Former proponent of the shower cap. Can see around corners. Mac's roommate.

Jerome Leland Lichtenstein  
Rochester, New York  
University of Rochester  
Internship in Oral Surgery, Elmhurst City Hospital, New York.  
New York State Dental Scholarship.

New York University, B.A.

"Jerry, Licky!" How about a joke, Licky? Only student in faculty lot for two years. Class friend of mine. Switched from a '65 Citron to a Buick convertible in junior year. "Perhaps that's the car you own in the summer. Dr. Hamilton?" Future forestry man and citizen. "You know all ten. Dr. Payne."

Arthur J. Macarios  
Poughkeepsie, New York  
Union University, Albany College of Pharmacy, B.S.  
Internship.

El Pi Phi, Phi Alpha; Secretary; S, Intramurals 2 & 3.  
Richard M. Marasco
Rochester, New York
Union University, Albany College of Pharmacy, B.S.
U.S. Army
Xl Psi Phi, Intramural Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4, Setball 1, 2, 3, 4, Football, 1, 2, 3, 4.

"Dick, Marasco. Better get dirty jokes. Perfectionist. No
reason for discouraging. In pharmacy, the average fingerprint is 5 cc.
Will bring up your articulation. If you want to be Marasco." Voted class athletic
supporter. Annually awaiting end of labor's strike.

Justin Martin, Jr.
Willard, New York
St. Bonaventure University, B.S.
U.S. Navy
Xl Psi Phi, Treasurer, President Dental Editor, 3 & 4, Research Study
Club, Student Directory Editor 4. Intramurals, New York State Dental
Scholarship.

"Lute. This is the way it's going to be, now let's vote." J. F. Boone
Jim's buddy. Notebook lasted eight years.

J. Peter McPartlon
Schenectady, New York
Niagara University
U.S. Navy
Xl Psi Phi, Social Chairman 3, Class Secretary 3, Social Committee, 3 & 4

Nothing in his past. Helps clarify class thinking. "If I lost Niagara and 10
Second dresser. "Okay Phi if you want to."

Brian J. Miller
Dolgeville, New York
University of Michigan, B.A.
Anesthesiology Resident, Presbyterian Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Xl Psi Phi, Intramurals,-wednesday 4.

"Brian." Big man in the gravel pit. "Grass, will you do a snow job for me
this noon?" One of the initiates. "A little more soldier right there Dr."
A future one. Yes, one . . . oh hell he puts 'em to sleep. Hematology
expert.
James Nolan Mitchell
Auburn, New York
St. Bonaventure University, B.S.
K. S. Air Force
Xi Pi Phi.
"Jim, Mitch. Class representative. Speed is his by-word. Once did the mile in 4:25. Has officially retired the 3 cylinder Beetle. William Williams, Advisor of Pioneers. Speed Morty from throwing in punch bowl.
Student of the classics. Dresser injury healed in time for graduation. Go men go!"

Allen Moss
New York City, New York
Hunter College, B.A.
Alpha Omega.

George R. Nellis
Brockport, New York
University of Buffalo
General Practice
Freemason Class Secretary, Delta Sigma Delta.
"George," I clipped, I placed a foil in my Medallion. I'm in court. Thu, none, main good. Makes all the parties. First All Arizona. Just throw in questions and we can all go to lunch." A's keeper.

Allan V. Payne
Buffalo, New York
University of Buffalo
Residency Dental Internship at Edward J. Meyer Memorial Hospital, Buffalo
Delta Sigma Delta; Research Stud Club.
Philip Peschio
Buffalo, New York
Canisius College, B.S.
U. S. Army
Research Study Club, Intermurals.

"Filp," Bne-broker, first man to class. Size 12 collar. Sand American Health Studies. The service is just around the corner. Contemplating medicine: "All right, Peschio, go get your operating tools!" Primitive pilot. Class Squeri.

Pam J. Pitionaro, Jr.
Fairport, New York
New England College, B.S., Hartwick College
Internship at Eastman Dental Oringinary, Rochester, N. Y.
Xi Psi Phi, Research Study Club


Walter John Plewak, Jr.
Tonawanda, New York
University of Buffalo, B.A.
U. S. Navy

Xi Psi Phi.

"Shorty." Director's Tol. Four cars in four years. "Pittino, Pitionaro?" Favorite with women is oral diagnosis. Calm, cool, and collected. "Don't bug me!" "I'm here to learn." "My name is Walter." Monosyllable Wally.

Bertram Rechtschaffer
Newburgh, New York
University of Buffalo
U. S. Air Force
Research Study Club, New York State Dental Scholarship.

"Ber." No lawyer with experience. Connecticut of Buffalo State. "There is no shortcut to good dentistry." My strength is in oral surgery. "Do it over!" "I'm with you Larry." Joke punk. Expert at minor auto repairs.
Milford S. Reiman
Buffalo, New York
University of Buffalo
R. S. Army
Alpha Omega, Vice-President A, New York State Dental Scholarship; Research
Study Club.
"Mickey," the Memsys, "I may not be right, but... Top pupil junior
in junior year. Marge's brown coat is technique. Eddy's lectures. heel and toe
and away we go.

Carl SantO
Rochester, New York
University of Rochester
R. S. Army
Intramurals; New York State Dental Scholarship.
"Carl," Mr. Magee, Graceful Isner. Becomes engaged in elevators. Manuscribed
Games. Bryant Street Pike Consultant. Excels at court and diamond, used
full can of Jiftrato. Seen leaving brother's office after annual visit.

Barry L. Rubenstein
Brooklyn, New York
New York University, B.A.
R. S. Army
Alpha Omega, Secretary S, President A, American Cancer Society Summer
Fellowship at Memorial Center, N.Y.C., 2.
"Barry," Jilly, Class philologist. "Rubenstein, you have a very attractive
act," Kathryn, the class nearest very closely. Kubernetes with Hovie and
Mickey, A.B. program planner. Rejected biochemistry is same humanity. No
money required.

Gordon W. Sear
Buffalo, New York
Canisius College, B.S.
Rotating Dental Internship at Edward J. Meyer Memorial Hospital, Buffalo
Sophomore Class Secretary. Intramurals, Delta Sigma Delta.
Studies at 9:00 Broadway. "Take the X-ray quiz, Charlie!" Made a clean
sweep of the engineering building. You don't find grass growing on a busy
street.
Michael Spurza  
Little Falls, New York  
Utica College, B.A.; Syracuse University, M.S.  
Internship  

Irving Sheldon Strongin  
Albany, New York  
Union University, Albany College of Pharmacy  
U.S. Air Force  
Alpha Omega  
"You? Hey, hey, won't the nerve? Traumatic freshman year with Gross. Lights out guy. He who laughed last..."  "Not smooth and sure card, Al."  Dr. Bugian's antagonist. "Well, uh, all right then."

Joseph J. Sweeney  
Buffalo, New York  
University of Buffalo  
Private Practice  
Xi Phi Phi, Modern Art Staff, Research Study Club  
"Joe." Fabulous swimmer. "There once was a fellow named Sweeney..."  From the Titantic. The Tony Tea, SIP group singer. "Lived and left live. I always say." Seven glorious years of courtship. "Wait a minute guys. I have to change my shoes."

Anthony J. Swiatowy  
Akron, New York  
University of Buffalo, B.A.  
Internship at Veteran's Administration Hospital, Buffalo  
Xi Phi Phi; Student Delegate to American Dental Association Convention, Los Angeles, 1952; Research Study Club.  
Sidney Tate
Gloversville, New York
Boston University
General Practice
Alpha Omega, Treasurer, President, Senior Study Club.

Richard N. Tette
Rochester, New York
University of Buffalo
V. S. Army
K. Phi Phi, Sgt. of Arms, 3 Instruments
"Dick." Mr. Wonderful, the Second. Knew up with Wilson through law courses. Unique culture technique, Mr. First. Can get strictly a deal on fees. Expert on Class III etchings. "Stay off the burrs and!" Refused position on principles.

Roger W. Trifshauser
Alexander, New York
University of Buffalo
N. Y. Navy ROTC
Valedictorian Staff, Editor-in-Chief, Advertising. Nr 3, Student Council 1, 2, 3, 4; Student Senate 1. Delta Sigma Delta, President 3.
"Hey." Prominent in the field of public relief. This is where, but that's as far as it goes. Backed into Senate. Savior. Silence is golden. Seen on corner of Bailey and Ferry. Senator Sneak. Hey, Haw.

Philip V. Fullo
Buffalo, New York
Canisius College
Internship at Eastman Dental Dispensary, Rochester, N. Y.
"Phil." Must and mouth man. Peckish look. Doctor. I'm in for aorage. Periodic uncertainty. Whole eyes at the lunchbox. There has been a Food in your future.
Anthony G. Wesson
New York City, New York
New York University, B.A.

General Internship, Metropolitan Hospital, New York City
Medicinal Art Staff.


Richard R. Wilson
Lockport, New York
University of Buffalo, B.A.

U. S. Navy

Intramurals: Delta Sigma Delta, Worthy Morning, Multidisc. 4.

"Dick," Mr. Wonderful, the First. Missing for the war. Most underappreciated. "You have one of our best students working on you." Fired up for the pharmacy staff.

Joseph S. Wolczek
Bridgeport, Connecticut
Alumnae College
U. S. Navy

Delta Sigma Delta, Intramurals.

"Joe" Has the things at C. F. Cadre mixer. Secret endorser. Sidewalk philosopher. Polka expert. "Talk a fire on a shelf?" How much longer can we get? Shut down again. Six o'clock and socks. Summer can be great at Newport.

Lawrence Wolfgang
Niagara Falls, New York
Niagara University, B.S.

Alpha Omega, Secretary, Episecan; Research Study Club; Medicinal Photographic 2.

"Lenny" "There's four men below me." Six year projectionist. Cuba camera. "Why you want a picture of that? Could they?" Finalist for key. "One case of D & L Special, Peter?"
Brian L. Zeiner
 Hawthorne, New York
 University of Buffalo
 B.S. Air Force Internship
 Delta Sigma Delta, Treasurer; Delta Sigma Delta Scholarship Award; Dental Nurses Award for Highest Freshmen Average; Intramurals; Research Study Club; Co-Chairman A.
 “Break,” Dr. according to the book . . . . “Withhold in time. Thumbs through ASA Journals. Keeper of the gate. Vintage Oars. Returns to act for salvation. “Dr. would you clarify this for the rest of the cases?”

Gabriel Zuckerman
 Rockaway Beach, New York
 University of Buffalo
 Internship at Eastern Dental Dispensary, Rochester, N. Y.
 Alpha Omega.
 “Gaba,” Animal lover. The mostest man also. Married into mayonnaise. “Dentistry would be fine if it weren’t for the parents.” Money is no object. A.O. lab man.

The Dental School of the University of Buffalo this year loses one of its most devoted and most respected teachers. This man has brought about an awareness and an appreciation of medicine, and its application to dentistry, to dental students for more than a score of years. He has done this with a warmness and a wit which has made his course a pleasure as well as a valuable learning experience. He has exemplified the spirit of the University of Buffalo School of Dentistry — to teach the dentist that he does not have a limited world, but that he is part of the medical sciences and must be aware of the whole being.

This man has truly deserved the title of Doctor for besides a busy practice he has devoted himself to teaching for the greater part of his life. He was graduated from Syracuse with A.B. degree in 1914 and B.S. in 1915. Prior to entering medicine he taught science at Silver Creek High School for 2 years and at Fredonia State College for one year. Returning to Syracuse, he received his M.D. in 1921. Upon graduation he came to Buffalo General Hospital for a one year internship and then spent three years under the preceptorship of the late Dr. George Eidel.

His teaching career in medicine began in 1924 when he taught physical diagnosis, which course he continued until 1942. In 1957 he was retired at the statutory age as Assistant Professor of Medicine. In April 1938 he was appointed Associate in Special Medicine in Dentistry and since then has continuously taught didactic and clinical medicine in the Dental School. In June 1952 he was elevated to Assistant Professor of Special Medicine in Dentistry, which position he now holds until his retirement in June 1961.

He is a fellow of the American College of Physicians and is a diplomat of the Board of Internal Medicine. He has been active on the staffs of the Buffalo General Hospital, Meyer Memorial Hospital and Deaconess Hospital.

It is this man, Dr. Frank J. Monteiro, that the Dental Class of 1961 wishes to salute in appreciation of the knowledge and understanding he has imparted to them and their predecessors.
MEDICAL GRADUATES
Kevin E. Rowe  
Seneca Falls, New York  
Colgate University, A.B.  
Nu Sigma Nu; New York State Medical Scholarship; Omega Amonical Society; Secretary 3, Class President 4; Student Council 4.  
Cincinnati General Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio  
Class President

Robert E. Winters  
Niagara Falls, New York  
University of Rochester, A.B.  
Nu Sigma Nu; Vice-President 3 & 4; Class Vice-President 4; Co-Editor Student Handbook.  
Edward J. Meyer Memorial Hospital, Buffalo, New York  
Class Vice President

Laurel M. Barker  
Lockport, New York  
Connecticut College, A.B.  
Alpha Omega Alpha; Elizabeth Blackwell Society; Class Secretary 4.  
Buffalo General Hospital, Buffalo, New York  
Class Secretary

Philip Azer  
Chelsea, Massachusetts  
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, B.S.; University of Buffalo  
Phi Chi, Corresponding Secretary 2 & Recording Secretary 3; S.A.M.A.; Class Treasurer 4; Erie County Heart Association Fellowship 2; Norwell Park Memorial Fellowship 3.  
Graduate Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania  
Class Treasurer
Willard F. Nagle
Elmira, New York
University of Buffalo
Phi Chi Medical-Dental Student Council, Secretary 3, President 4; Class President 1; Lamb Foundation Fellowship for Clinical Research 3; New York State War Veterans Scholarship.
Sarah Sykes Memorial Hospital, Elmira, New York
Student Council Representative

Richard H. Baker
Kenmore, New York
Hamilton College, A.B.
Nu Sigma Nu, Junior Psychiatry Internship 3.
Maine Medical Center, Portland, Maine

Stuart K. Bean
Addison, New York
Bucknell University, B.A.
Nu Sigma Nu, Class Representative to Student Council 1 & 2; Psychiatry Fellowship 2; National Institute of Health Fellowship 1.
Fitzsimons Army Hospital, Denver, Colorado

Kenneth E. Bell
New York, New York
Washington and Jefferson College, B.A.
Nu Sigma Nu, Summer Research Fellow, Department of Medical Research, Buffalo General Hospital.
Kings County Hospital, Brooklyn, New York
Ronald F. Bellamy
Buffalo, New York
University of Buffalo, B.A.
Gibson Anatomical Society, National Institute of Mental Health Fellowship 2 & 3.

Edward J. Meyer Memorial Hospital, Buffalo, New York.

Joel M. Bernstein
Buffalo, New York
Harvard University, A.B.
Phi Lambda Kappa, Gibson Anatomical Society, Vice-President 2, Alpha Omega Alpha, Leduc's Laboratories Fellowship — "Functional Role of Septal Area."

Buffalo General Hospital, Buffalo, New York

Harold Brody
Tonawanda, New York
Long Island University, Western Reserve University, B.S.; University of Minnesota, Ph.D.
Phi Beta Pi, Sigma Gibson Anatomical Society, American Association of Anatomists, Gerontological Society, Division of Biological Science Section 1950-53. Medical-Dental Student Council Faculty Advisor 1955-56.
Teaching and Research

J. Anthony Brown
Orchard Park, New York
Brown University
Phi Chi, Gibson Anatomical Society, Dean J. Carey Award in Anatomy.

Research Educational Hospitals, Chicago, Illinois
Robert Baxter Brown
Buffalo, New York

Cornell University, B.A.
Gibson Anatomical Society, Alpha Omega Alpha; Pathology and Cardiology Fellowships.

Buffalo General Hospital, Buffalo, New York

Geoffrey O. Carr
New York, New York

New York University, B.A.
Nu Sigma Nu, Secretary 2.

Children's Hospital, Buffalo, New York

Washington Burns, III
Oakland, California

University of California, Berkeley, B.S.
Nu Sigma Nu, Treasurer 4, President 4; Surgical Research Fellowship 5; University of California-New York Alumni Medical Scholarship; National Medical Fellowship Scholarship; Senior Thesis, S.A.M.A.

Philadelphia General Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Thomas K. Ciesla
Buffalo, New York

Canisius College, B.S.
New York State Medical Scholarship; Phi Chi, Treasurer 3 and President 4.

U. S. Naval Hospital, Chelsea, Massachusetts
Frederick S. Cieslak
Buffalo, New York
Canisius College, B.S.
Phi Chi, Cardiovascular Research Fellowships, Chronic Disease Institute
1st & 2nd Clinic Clerkships, O.P.I. Buffalo General Hospital 3.
Edward J. Meyer Memorial Hospital, Buffalo, New York

Eugene Anthony Cimino
Rochester, New York
University of Rochester; University of Buffalo, B.A., M.A.
Medicine Yearbook Staff 3; Senior Thesis, History of Medicine Essay 4.
Rochester General Hospital, Rochester, New York

Michael E. Cohen
Buffalo, New York
Dartmouth College
Phi Lambda Kappa, Corresponding Secretary 3; National Institute Mental Health Fellowships 1, 2 & 3; Senior Thesis — "Wool Brain Barrier For Cholinergic Acid," Organizer of West Coast Trial 4.
University Hospitals, Cleveland, Ohio

Carlo E. DeSantis
Rochester, New York
St. Bonaventure University, B.S.
Class Vice-President 3; Executive Council S.A.M.A. 4.
St. Mary's Hospital, Rochester, New York
Allan S. Disraeli
Rochester, New York
New York University College, A.B.
Surgical Research Fellowship 3, N enrol Research Fellowship 2.
Genese Hospital, Rochester, New York

Donald James Drake, Jr.
Buffalo, New York
Georgetown University, B.S.
Phi Chi: Gibson Anatomical Society, Lawson Foundation Fellowship in Clinical Medicine 2.
Kemnissi Nen Hospital, Buffalo, New York

Dolores M. Falcone
Buffalo, New York
University of Buffalo, B.A.
Eloise Alton Society, Secretary 1 & President 4, Class Secretary 5;
Pharmacology Fellowship 2 & 3.
Philadelphia General Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Kenneth H. Felch
Rochester, New York
Princeton University, A.B.; Michigan State University, M.S.
Philadelphia General Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Joseph L. Fiemaglich
Tomsick, New Jersey
Columbia College, A.B.
Phi Lambda Kappa Fellowship to study "The Adaptations of Synthetic Materials to Hernia Repair."
Lenox Hill Hospital, New York, New York

Paul D. French
Canisteo, New York
Syracuse University
Phi Chi; Junior Psychiatric Internship at Buffalo State Hospital 3;
Orange Memorial Hospital, Orlando, Florida

David R. Fleisher
Staten Island, New York
Brooklyn College, B.A.
Nu Sigma Nu; Whitman Laboratory Cardiology Fellowship 2; Public Health Fellowship 3;
Philadelphia General Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Henry Howard Goldstein
Buffalo, New York
University of Buffalo
Phi Lambda Kappa; Vice-President 3; Gleeone Anatomical Society, Treasurer 3;
Alpha Omega Alpha Class Treasurer 3;
Willard Fillmore Hospital, Buffalo, New York